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A COMPARISON OF TWO CONSTRUCTIONS
 
IN TOPOLOGY
 

JERRY E. VAUGHAN* 

ABSTRACT. We compare two constructions of families 
of sequentially compact Ilausdorff spaces whose product 
is not countably compact, and show that every space that 
can be constructed by one construction is homeomorphic 
to a subspace of some space constructed by the other 
construction, but not vice versa. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In [3], Peter Nyikos and I gave two constructions which give 
for every ultrafilter u E w* a space Xu which is sequentially 
compact, Hausdorff, and not u-compact (such spaces provide 
a solution to the Scarborough-Stone problem [4] in the class 
of Hausdorff spaces). The two constructions in [3] produce s
paces with similar properties. For instance, spaces constructed 
by either construction are always scattered, locally countable, 
weakly T3 [3], weakly first countable [3], Hausdorff, non-regular 
spaces. The purpose of this paper is to answer the natural 
question: Is one of the two constructions more general that 
the other in some sense? 

By abuse of notation, we let C denote both a construction 
in topology, and the class of spaces that can be constructed 
by the construction. In order to give a rigorous comparison 
of two constructions, we need a rigorous definition of the con
structions. We take the two constructions as defined in [3], 
and recall their definitions in §2, §3 below. The construc-' 
tion defined in §2 is a modification using weak bases of the 
Osteszewski construction, and the construction defined in §3 
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is an iteration of the well-known construction of the class of 
spaces called \lI. We denoted these two constructions by C1 

and C2 • 

Since C1 and C2 produce spaces which are in many ways 
similar, it should be noted that in fact, C1 nC2 == 0because C1 

produces spaces having c (== the cardinality of the continuum) 
isolated points, and C2 produces spaces having only cQuntably 
many isolated points. 

The relation between the two constructions is described in 
§4 where we sho\v that every space X E C2 is homeomorphic to 
a subspace of a space Y E C1 • The converse, however, fails. In 
§5, we construct a space X E C1 with the property that every 
nonisolated point in X is the limit of a convergent sequence 
from a countable, discrete dense subset, and we show such a 
space X cannot be embedded into any space Y E C2 • 

The notion of a weak base is used in both constructions, and 
we now recall that definition. 

Definition 1.1. (A.V. Arhangelski'l[l]) Let X be a space and 
for each x E X let B(x) be a family of subsets of X each of 
which contains x. We say that B = U{B(x) : x E X} is a weak 
base for X provided 

(1) for all B1 ,B2 E B(x), there exists B3 E B(x) such that 
B3 C B1 n B2 , and 

(2) For every U C ..){, U is open if and only if for every 
x E U there exists B E B(x) such that B c U. 

For an isolated point x, {x} E B(x). For the spaces consid
ered in this paper, the nonisolated points have a weak base of 
a special kind. 

Definition 1.2. Let X be a space with weak base B == U{B(x) : 
x E X}, and for all nonisolated points x E X let [(x be a 
countable set that converges to x and x tt. I{x. If 

B(x) == {II U {x} : f/is a cofinite subset of I{x} , 

we say that f{x generates the weak base for x, and that X has 
a weak base generated by convergent sequences. 
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Throughout the remainder of the paper, let u E w* be arbi
trary but fixed. 

2.	 CONSTRUCTION C1 : MODIFIED OSTASZEWSKI 

CONSTRUCTION 

The underlying set for the space is the cardinal c. The topol
ogy is constructed by transfinite induction as follows. 

Step 1. Well-order [c]W == {]{o : w ~ 0: < c}, the set of all 
countably infinite subsets of c, so that ](0 C 0: for all w ~ 0: < 
c. 

Step 2. Begin the induction by starting with the discrete 
topology Tw on w. 

Step 3. (Inductive step). Assume we have constructed for 
all w ~ a < /, where / < c, Hausdorff topologies To on a and 
B(a) countable families of subsets of a + 1 each containing the 
ordinal a, such t11at (3 < a < / implies 

(1) ((3,T(3) is an open sllbspace of (0:, To), 
(2) U{B((3) : (3 < a} is a weak base for (a, To), 
(3) if (3 is not isolated in ((3 + 1, T,6+1), then there exists 

H(3 E [](,6]w such that H(3 converges to (3 and generates the 
weak base B((3) for (3 in ((3 + 1, T,6+1), 

(4) (3 is isolated in ((3 +1, T(3+1) if and only if [(,6 has a limit 
point in ((3, T(3), 

(5) u does not converge to any point in (0:, To), 
(6) [(,6 has a cluster point in ((3 + 1,T,6+1). 
We now proceed to the construction of the space (" T"(). 
Step 3A. / is a limit ordinal. Take T'Y to be the topology on 

/ having U{To : a < /} as a base. Then (/, T'Y) works by [3, 
Lemma 2.10]. 

Step 3B. / is a successor ordinal, say / = a + 1. 
Step 3B(i). If !{o has a limit point in (a, To), we define 

B(a) = {{a}}, and let To be the topology on a + 1 having 
To U {{a }} as a base. Thus the point a is isolated. 

Step 3B(ii). If [(0 does not have a limit point in (0:, To), 
then choose an infinite set Ho C !{o for which there exists 
W E To such that /10 c llV, and wnw tt. u (this is possible 
by [3, Theorem 3.2]). Take B(a) to be the set of all sets of the 
form L U {Q'} where L is a cofinite subset of Ho . Take To +1 to 
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be the topology on a + 1 having as a base all sets U C a +/1 
such that Una E Ta and if a E U then there exists B E B(a) 
such that B C U. Thus Tcx C Ta +1 • 

Note that Construction. C1 can produce non-homeomorphic 
spaces because of the freedom in Step 1 and Step 3B(ii). 

Definition 2.1. The natural convention at Step 3B(ii): if there 
exists W E Ta such that I(a C Wand wnw ~ U J then take 
Ha == l(a (i.e., if it is possible to use the entire set [(a to deter
mine the topology at Q then use it). If no such W E Ta exists, 
then take al~y Ha E [I(Q]W for which there exists W E TOt such 
that H Q C W, and wnw f/. u. 

3. CONsrrRuc'fION C2 : ITERATIONS OF \II 

Definition 3.1. A family A c [X]w is called almost disjoint 
provided if A, A' are distinct elements of A, then A n A' is 
finite. 

Definition 3.2. Let (X, T) be a topological space and A C 
[X]W an almost disjoint family of closed discrete subsets of x. 
We define a space, denoted \lJ(X, A) as follows: The underlying 
set of the space is X U A, where we write XA instead of A for 
all A E A, and the topology is that having as a base 

T U U {{XA} U U: V E Tand A - Vis finite} 
AEA 

Thus A converges to XA and generates the weak base at XA 

in w(X, A). 

Definition 3.3. Let {( ..ka , Ao ) : a < ,} be a family of pairs 
with each X o a topological space, such that for all a < , 

(1) Ao c [Xo]W is an almost disjoint family of closed discrete 
subsets of X Q , 

(2) if a + 1 < " then X o +1 == w(XOt , AOt ), 
(3) if a is a limit ordinal, then X o == U{X,6 : (J < a}. 

Such a family is called a \II-system of length " and the space 
\II')' == U{X,s: 13 < ,} is called the iterate (or limit) of the \II
system, and we write \II')' == lim{X{1: (3 < ,}. 
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Construction C2 : 

Step 1. Let X o denote W	 with the discrete topology. 
Step 2. Pick any maximal almost disjoint family Ao C [w]W, 

such that Ao n u = 0. 
Step 3. (Inductive step) Assume we have constructed for all 

a < " where, < WI, spaces X a and maximal almost disjoint 
families 

Aa c {H E [Xa]W : I-I is closed discrete in X a} 

such that {(Xa , Aa ) : Q' < ,} is a \II-system of length, satis
fying 

(1) ~¥a is T2 and has a weak base generated by convergent 
sequences, hence consisting of countable, compact sets, and 

(2) u has no lirnit POillt in Xa . 

Step 3A. , is a limit ordinal: Take T'Y to be the topology on 

having U{Ta : Q' < ,} as a base. Pick a maximal almost 
disjoint family A'Y of countable closed discrete subsets of X'Y so 
that u has no limit point in \lJ(Xa , Aa ), (this is possible by [3, 
Lemma 4.6]). 

Step 3B. ,= a+ 1: We are given X a , and Aa satisfying (1) 
and (2); so we put X a +1 = \lJ(Xa , Aa ). We define Aa +1 just as 
we did A'Y in Step 3A. 

This completes the induction and give us a \II-system of T2

spaces of length WI- We take Xu to be the iterate of this 
\II-system. 

Construction C2 is capable of producing non-homeomorphic 
spaces because of the freedom in the choice of the maximal 
almost disjoint falnilies at each step. Note that C1 is an induc
tion on c, and C2 is an induction on WI. Also note that since 
we start witrl Xo = w, we have IWWll ~ c. 

4.	 EVERY ..)[ E C2 CAN BE EMBEDDED INTO A SPACE 

Y E C1 

We will prove 
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Theorem 4.1 Every space constructed by C2 (iterations of \If) 
is homeomorphic to a subspace of some space constructed by C1 

(modification of Ostaszewski technique), 

We begin with some lemmas. 

Lemma 4.2. Let./Y and Y be spaces with weak bases generated 
by convergent sequences. For each nonisolated point x in X, 
let !(x be a countable subset of X which converges to x and 
generates the weak base at x in X. If h : X ---+ Y is a one-to
one map such that h maps isolated points to isolated points, 
and h(I(x) generates the weak base at h(x) for all nonisolated 
x EX, then h is a homeomorphism onto an open subset of Y. 

Lemma 4.3. Let X be a Ilausdorff space with a weak base 
generated by convergent sequences, A sequence S converges to 
a point x E ..)( if and only if S - !{x is finite, where !(x is the 
sequence that converges to x and generates the weak base at x, 

Proof. Suppose S converges to x, and S' = S - !{x is infinite. 
Since X is Hausdorff, no point of !(x is a limit point of S'; so 
there exists all open set U :J !{x such that U n S' = 0. Thus 
W = {x} U U is all open set which contains x and misses S', 
and this contradicts the hypothesis that S converges to x. The 
other half of the len1ma is trivial. 

Lemma 4.4. Let \lJ w1 be an iteration of the \I!-system 
{(Xo,Ao) : Q' < Wl} given by Construction C2 , let A == U{Ao : 

a < WI}, and let K, == l\lJw11. Then K, == IAI and K, has uncount
able cofinality. 

Proof. Note that A is an almost disjoint family of countable 
subsets of WWl' Fllrtller, it follows from Lemma 4.3 that A is a 
maximal such family because \II WI is sequentially compact (in 
other words, because eacll Ao is maximal, and the iteration is 
of length WI)' rfllus A is a maximal almost disjoint family of 
countable subsets of \!JWl.. In addition, IAI = I\I! WI I since the 
correspondence A ~ x A from A onto WWI - W is a bijection. 
The lemma now follows from the well-known fact that if A is 
a cardinal of countable cofinality, then every maximal almost 
disjoint fal11ily of countable subsets of Ahas cardinality greater 
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than A (this fact is easy to prove using a standard diagonal 
argument). 

Lemma 4.5. Let WWI be the iteration of the \It-system 
{(Xa,AaJ : Q' < WI}. Then'lJwI can be well-ordered in or
der type K == l\lJw11 in such a way that WWl = {Pa : a < K}, 
Pn = n for all nEw, and for all w :::; a < K (*) if A E A such 
that Pa = XA then A C U{p,a : f3 < a}. 

Proof. Well-order \lJWI in order type K, put Pn = n for all nEw, 
and for w :::; a < K define Pa by induction by selecting Pa to be 
the first point in 

\l1 W1 - {Pt3 : f3 < a} 

that satisfies (*). Th is selection is possible since any point in 
X q , where a < WI is the first ordinal such that X q - {Pt3 : f3 < 
a} i 0, satisfies (*). Claim: every point p E WWl is listed as 
some Po: for Q' < K. If this is not the case, then let w ~ (J' < WI 

be the first ordinal such that X q contains a point p that is 
never listed. Say p == XA. By uncountable cofinality (Lemma 
4.4), there exists a < K such that A C U{Pt3 : f3 < a}. Since 
P is never listed, for every a < f3 < K we choose for Pt3 a point 
that precedes p in the order on \IIWI' but this contradicts the 
fact that this order has order type K. 

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let 'lJ w1 be an iteration of the W
system {(Xa , Aa ) : ex < WI} given by Copstruction C1 , and let 
K = l'lJw11 == IAI. Recall tl1at K ~ c. Let Y C c such that 
w + 1 C Y, IYI == K, and Ic - YI == c. Let {Yo: : Q < K} be an 
order preserving enumeration of Y (thus Yn == n for all nEw, 
and Yw == w). Assulne we have tIle order given by Lemma 4.5: 
\lJWI == {Po: : Q' < K}. Since 'lJWI -w is in one-one correspondence 
with A we can order A == {A a : W ~ a < K} so that Po: = XA a • 

Define a mapping h : WW1 --+ Y by h(po:) = Yo for all a < K 

(thus h(Pn) == n == Yn for all nEw, and h(pw) = w = yw). 
Since h is a bijection onto Y, h(A) is a maximal almost disjoint 
family in [Y]w. 

In accordance with Step 1 of C1 we must order [c]W = {I<a : 
w ~ Q' < c} so that /(0: C Q for all Q. This order will be con
structed by transfinite induction, and will satisfy several addi
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tional properties (one pllrpose of these properties is to make 
h(A{3) be the first set in tIle order from [h(A{3)]W). 

Let [c]W tlave a well-order in order type c, and assume we 
have defined ]{a E [c]W for w :::; Q < " where, < c such that 

(1) ]{a C a, 
(2) if a =: Y{3 E Y, then !(a =: h(A{3), 
(3) if !{Ol n Y is infinite, and w ::; T < K, is the smallest 

ordinal such that !(Ol n h(Ar ) is infinite, then y". ::; Q. 

We define !('Y as follows: If, =: Y(3 E Y, then to satisfy (2) 
we put !('Y =: h(A{3). Since h(A) is an almost disjoint family 
and !('Y E h(A), tlle only T for which ]('Y n h(A".) is infinite 
is T =: ,8; so Yr == Y{3 =: " and tllerefore (3) holds. (1) holds 
because A(3 C {Pr : T < (3}; so 

h(A{3) C h( {Pr : 7 < ,8}) == {Y-r : T < ,B} c Y{3 = ,. 
If , fj. Y, define 

H'Y =: {J! E [c]W - {!(a : a < ,} : He,}, 

and let !{ be the first set in H'Y. We define ]{'Y by an induction 

which starts by inspecting the set !{: 
(i) if !{ n y~ is finite, define !{, =: 1<, 
(ii) if !( n Y is infinite and T < K, is the first ordinal such 

that !( n h(Ar) is infinite, and Yr :::; " then define !i"( = ]i, 
(iii) otherwise, discard ](, and inspect the next set in 1-l'Y' 

and repeat (i), (ii), and (iii). Continue in this manner until 
some set in H, is defirled as !{, (there exists !( E 11"( that 
satisfies (ii): any !( E [h(Aw)]W - {I(Ol : Q < ,}; so the process 
eventually will define !(,). 

Claim 4.6. For every ]{ E [c]W, there exists Q < c such that 
!( = !(Ol. 

Proof. Suppose some J( is not listed. There exists Q < c such 
that !( C a, and if !( nY is infinite, there exists T < K, such 
that !( n h(Ar ) is infinite. If !{ n Y is finite put I = a, and if 
!( n Y is infinite put I = max{a,Y-r}. At each step, < u < c 
with u fj. Y, we have !{ E 'Hq , but !( was not inspected at step 
u since if it had been, it would have been put equal to /{q by 
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(i) (if !( nY is finite) or by (ii) (if !( nY is infinite). Thus for 
each I < a < c, with a t/. Y, a set which precedes !( in the 
order on [c]W was defined to be /(0" but this is impossible since 
Ic - YI = c, and the order on [c]W has order type c. 

We now apply construction CI to {!(a : w ::; a < c}, and 
use the natural convention at step 3B(ii). Denote the resulting 
spaces by (a, Ta ) for all a ~ c, and let X = (c, Tc ). 

Claim 4.7. For everyw ~ a < c, if a E Y, then !(a converges 
to a and generates the weak base at a, and if a t/. Y and !(anY 
is infinite, then Q' is isolated in x. 
Proof. Assume true for w ~ a < " where I < c. Case 1. 
,EY. Then by (2) I = Yfj, and !('Y = h(Afj) for some (3 < K. 

We claim that I('Y has no limit points in (" T'Y): otherwise, 
let a < I be the first limit point of !('Y. First we note that 
!(an!('Y is fillite: since 1("( = h(Afj) C Y, this is clear if !(anY 
is finite; so we assume that 1(0 n Y is infinite. Thus, since a 
is not isolated, it follows from the induction hypothesis that 
a E Y, therefore by (2) 1(0 E h(A); so by almost disjointness, 
!{a n !("( is finite. By virtue of the construction CI , there exists 
Ha C /(0 such that 110 converges to a and generates the weak 
base at a in X. Let Ii~ be a cofinite subset of Ha such that 
H~n!('Y is empty. For each a E H~, (J' < a. Since a is minimal, 
there is a neighborhood Uq of a such that Uo' n !('Y = 0. Thus 

HI = {ex} U U{Uq : (J' E H~} 

is a neighborhood of Q' containing at most one point of !{'Y. 

This contradicts our assumption that a is a limit point of !{'Y' 

and hence !('Y has no limit points in C" T'Y). Now it follows by 
Construction C1 Step 3B(ii) and 2.1, that !('Y converges to I 
and generates the weak base at I. 

Case 2. I fj. )/ and !("( n Y is infinite. Let T < K be the 
smallest ordinal stIch tllat !("( n h(Ar ) is infinite. By (3) above, 
we have Yr ~ " alld since I f/. Y we have Yr < I. By the 
induction hypothesis, I(Yr == h(Ar ) converges to Yr; so !{'Y has 
YT as a limit POillt in X. Since Yr < " I('Y has Yr as a limit 
point in (" T"(). Thus by Step 3B(i), I is isolated in X. 
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Claim 4.8. h is a homeomorphism from'll WI onto Y. 

Proof. We have that h(1~) = n for all nEw, and Aa converges 
to Pa and generates the weak base at Pa for all w ~ 0 < "'. 
Moreover, ](Ya converges to Ya and generates the weak base 
at Ya. Since h(Pa) = Ya, and h(Aa) = !(Ya, it follows from 
Lemma 4.2 that h is a homeomorphism. 

Claim 4.9 h('IIw1 ) = Y is clopen in X. Thus, the ultrafilteru 
does not converge in X. 

Proof. By Lemma 4.2, h(\IIWI) = Y is open in X. Indeed, Y 
satisfies (2) of Definition 1.1. A similar proof shows that its 
complement is also open, or we can use the known results that 
X is a sequential, I-Iausdorff space [3, Lemma 2.8], and that in 
such a space, countably compact subspaces are closed. 

This completes the proof of 4.1. 

5.	 A SPACE ~1( E C1 WIIICH CANNOT BE EMBEDDED INTO 

ANY SPACE Y E C2 

We will construct a space by C1 in which every non-isolated 
point is the limit of a convergent sequence in w, and show that 
such spaces cannot be crnbedded into any \II WI • 

Definition 5.1 l;f!e say )/ C WWl is bounded provided there 
exists Q:' < WI such thatY C X a . 

Lemma 5.2. Every bounded, countably compact subset of 'IIWI 

is countable. 

Proof. If the result is not true, take a < WI to be the smallest 
ordinal such that there exists an uncountable, countably com
pact Y C X a . Thus, for all (3 < a, Y rt X(3 so by countable 
compactness, a is a successor ordinal; say a = , + 1. Again 
by countable cornpactness, Y n (Xa - X~) is finite. By lo
cal countability [3, Lemma 2.3] there is a countable open set 
W ::) Y n(Xa - X~ ). Thus Y - W is an uncountable, countably 
compact subset of .){~, and t}lis contradicts the definition of o. 

Recall that the sequential closure of a set A in a space X is 
defined to be 

A U {x EX: there is	 a sequence in A converging to x}. 
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Lemma 5.3. Let \II WI be an iteration of the W-system 
{(Xa,Aa) : (} < WI} as given by Construction C2 • For all 
Q < WI, the sequential closure of X a is X a +1 • In particular, 
the sequential closure of any countable subset of WWI is bound
ed. 

Proof. Let (3 ~ 0 + 2 and x E X(j - X a +1 • For A such that 
x = x A, we have by definition of \IIWI' that A n X a is finite. By 
the Lemma 4.3, if ~) is a sequence that converges to x, then 
S - A is finite; so S C/- X a . Thus, x is not in the sequential 
closure of X a . For the otller inclusion, we note that every point 
in X a +1 is the limit of a sequence from X a by definition, and 
this completes the proof. . 

Theorem 5.4. l'here exists a space constructed by C1 in which 
every non-isolated point is in the sequential closure ofw. 

Proof. By Zorn's I..Jemma., let A C [w]W be a maximal almost 
disjoint family of size c such that A n u = 0, and give [c]W 
any well-order of order type c. We proceed by induction to 
construct a topology on c, a.lld a listing of [c]w. Let Sw denote 
the discrete topology on w, and assume we have defined Haus
dorff topologies Sa on (}, and countable sets !(a C Q for all 
w ~ Q < " where I < c, such that for w ~ {3 < Q, 

(1) ((3,S(j) is an open subspace of ({3+ 1, S(j+1) , 
(2) if 13 is not isolated in (f3 + 1, S(j+1), then 

(a) !{(j n w is infinite, and !{(j n w C A for some A E A, 
(b) There exists an open set W E S(j such that !«(j C W 

and Wnw rt u, 
(c) !{(j converges to (1, and generates the weak base at (3 

in ((3 + 1, S(j+l), 
(3) 13 is isolated in (13 +1, S(j+l) if and only if ]«(j has a limit 

point in ((3,S(j), 
(4) u does not converge to any point in (0, Sa). 

We construct 5,/ and !('Y. If I is a limit ordinal take S"( to 
be the topology on I having U{Sa : Q < ,} as a base. Then 
(" S'Y) has a weak base gCllerated by convergent sequences, 
and tl does not converge in (" S'Y). Define !('Y as follows: Put 
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'Hry = {I-I E [c]W - {I(a : w ~ a < /,} : H C I'} 

and let Bry be the first element of 'Hry in the given order of [c]w. 
Case 1. If Bry has a limit point in (/" S--y), put [(--y = B--y. 

Case 2. If Bry has no limit point in (I', S"(), then since u has 
no limit point in (/" S,,), by w-collectionwise Hausdorff (see [3, 
Lemma 2.6]) there exists an infinite set B' C B"( and an open 
set W' => B' SllC}l that lV' n w rt u. If B' n w is infinite, then 
there exists A E A SUCfl that H' n A is infinite; put ]<"( = 
(B' - w) U (A n B') and VV == lV' U A. If B' nw is finite, then 
pick an A E A such tllat A flas no limit points in (I', S"(), and 
put !{ry = (B' - w) U A (since IAI == c we can pick A E A such 
that' !((3 n w et A for all (3 < /'; thus A has no limit points 
in (I', Sry) by 4.3 and 2(a),(c)) and W = W' U A. Note that 
in Case 2, !iry n B" is infinite, and [i"( has no limit point in 

(" S"(). 
If I' is a successor ordinal, say /' == a+ 1, we are given Sa and 

!{a. If !(a has a limit point in (0', Sa), them make a isolated in 
(o'+ 1, Sa+1) as in Step 3B(i) of C1. If ]{a does not have a limit 
point in (0', Sa), then take 5a+1 to be the topology on a + 1 
defined as in Step 3B(ii) of C1 using 2.1 so that !(a converges 
to a, and generates the weak base at o'. By 2(b), u does not 
converge in (Q' + 1, 5a +1 ). Define 1(a+l in the same manner as 
]{ry was defined ifl the lirrlit ordinal case. 

This completes tlle induction. 

Claim 5.5. If l( E [c]W, and a and f3 are ordinals such that 
w ~ a < (3 < c and !( = Ea == B(3, then 1< = J<a or [< = [<(3. 

Proof. If Ba (== Ii) llas a limit point in (a,Ta ), then !{a = !{. 
Otherwise, I(a was defined so that 1(a n 1{ is infinite, and the 
topology at a was defined so that 1(a converges to Q. Thus K 
has a as a limit point in (0 + 1,Ta +1 ), hence in (j3,T(3). Since 
B(3( = I() has a limit point in {(3, T(3), 1<(3 = B(3; so !{ = ]<(3. 

Claim 5.6. Every set !( E [c]W is listed as !(a for some w ~ 

Q < c. 
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Proof. If this is not true, let I( be a set in [c]W that is not listed 
as any 1(a:. By 5.5 there is at most one Q' such that [{ = Bo:, 
and since !( is countable, there exists (3 < c such that !{ C {3, 
and [( f= B,., for all (3 < I < c. Thus !{ E fi,." and ]{ =I B,., 
for all {3 < I < c; so tIle B,., are sets that precede !{ in the 
order on [c]w. Since tllat order has order type c, there exists 
at least one set B that precedes !( and such that B == Bq for 
infinitely many a. I.)ick ao < at < a2 such that B = Bq , for 
i E {a, 1, 2}. By (5.(5, B == /(qO or B == !{qI; so B (j. 1-lq2 • But 
B == Bq2 E 1-la2 • rl-'his is a contradiction. 

Claim 5.7 Every non-isolated point in the space (c, Be) is in 
the sequential closure of w. 

Proof. If (3 is a non-isolated point, then by 2(c), !{{j converges 
to (3, and by 2(a), I({j nw is infinite. Thus, there is a sequence 
in w which converges to {3. 

Now apply construction C1 using the above order on [c]W = 
{!{a: : Q' < c}, allcl using the natural convention at Step 3B(ii). 
Denote the resulting topology on Q' by Ta: for w ::; Q' ::; c. 

Claim 5.8. ror eve''''Y w ::; Q' ::; C we have Sa: == Ta . 

Proof. This follows easily by induction. 

Claim 5.9. In the space (c, Tc ) constructed above by GIJ a 
point is non-isolated if· and o'nly if it is in the sequential closure 
ofw eX. 

Proof. This follo\vs frOITI 5.7 and 5.8. 

Corollary 5.10. 7?~e space (c, Tc ) constructed above cannot be 
embedded into any space constructed by C2 • 

Proof. Suppose h : (c, Tc ) ~ \II WI is an embedding. By 5.2, 
the countably compact sllbspace h(c) is unbounded, but by 
5.3 the seqlleIltial closure of h(w) is bounded. By 5.9 the set of 
non-isolated points of h(c) is bounded. This contradicts that 
h(c) is cQuntably cOlnpact. 

Thus, (c, Tc ) is a space constructed by 0 1 which cannot be 
embedded into any space construced by O2 • 
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